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ANNUAL ARMY INSPECTION ENDS 1 P. M. 
Juniors Hold 
Year's First 
Platoon Drill 
Annual  Inspection is Scene of 
Initial Maneuver by Drill 
Unit 
CROWD    PLEASED 
Led by Dt. Col. Henry J. Schrod- 
er, of Charleston, the group of 
third year cadets forming the Jun- 
ior Platoon for this year drew en- 
thused applause from a large crow<i 
Of spectators when they marches! 
through a difficult series of move- 
ments, in their first public exhi- 
bition   here   Wednesday   morning. 
An entirely new series was used 
by the rising senior drill organiza- 
tion, and the movements "Present 
Arms in Series",, and "By Files 
to the Right, Left, Rear, Forward" 
from the new diamond formation 
converted the crowd into an ap- 
plauding  mass. 
CContinued   on   page   eight) 
NEW YORK ALUMNI 
WILL HOLD ANNUAL 
DINNERATJT. REOIS 
Old Fashioned Southern Party 
to be Theme of Metro- 
politan Affair 
LOPEZ    TO    PLAY 
The annual dinner dance of the 
Metropolitan Chapter of the Clem- 
son Alumni Association will b« 
held tomorrow night in the Salo« 
of the Seaglade Restaurant, located 
in the famed St. Regis Hotel la 
J New York, according to a recent 
| letter received by Mr. J. H. Wood- 
ward from J. B. Moore, president of 
the  New  York  chapter. 
Dinner will be served at seven 
o'clock and dancing will continue 
until 2 A. M. with the music beinic 
furnished by the well known or- 
chestra of  Vincent  Lopez. 
Part of the letter follows: "Sine* 
this is our first social gathering 
after the repeal of prohibition a 
convivial   spirit   of  good   fellowship 
(Continued on page two) 
FEMALE COLLEGIANS 
TO ATTEND PARADE 
Converse,    Winthrop,   Lander, 
G. W. C, Brenau, Queens- 
Chicora May Send Rep- 
resentatives 
If the proposed plans are car- 
ried out, many beautiful young lad- 
ies from over the state will be 
guests of the Corps at the moon- 
light parade and dance tomorrow 
night. 
Dr. Sikes has invited the presi- 
dents of Converse, Winthrop, Lan- 
der, G. W. C, Brenau, and Queens- 
Chicora :c c:me and bring in bus- 
es the girls of their respective 
schools. 
Dress for the feminine visitors 
will be informal although the ca- 
dets will be in full dress on account 
of  the  parade. 
The guests will be met at the 
YMCA by members of the Corpe, 
(Continued   on   page   eight) 
Juniors Make 
Plans For Dance 
Moon Review 
To Be First 
Of Its Kind 
Miss McLaurin, Honorary Col- 
onel, Will be in Charge 
of Novel Event 
DANCE    FOLLOWS 
(By   O.   G.   RAWES) 
Strolling in the moonlight will 
take on a new aspect tomorrow 
night, as 1200 cadets arrayed, in 
their shining white trousers, cross- 
belts, and caps stage a regimental 
review under the renowned beams 
of a Carolina  moon. 
For two weeks our planetary sat- 
elite has been whirling through 
space increasing constantly In size 
so that it might give us a worm's 
eye full-faced view of lunar pul- 
chritude and beam down and bathe 
(Continued   on   page   seven), _ 
CHEMICAL SOCIETY 
HOLDS MEETING AT 
CLEMSONJATURDAY 
Interesting Addresses   on  Va- 
rious    Chemical    Subjects 
Heard  During  Session 
MANY    ATTEND 
Cadet Colonel 
Jungaleers   to   Furnish   Music 
for Annual Affair on 
May 11 
O. G. Rawls, Junior class presi- 
dent, and his group of committees 
are busily preparing for the an- 
nual Junior-Senior, which is sche- 
duled  for  the  night  of  May   11. 
Decorations have already been 
started and from appearances the 
fieldhouse will match in glamor the 
decorations of the recent TAPS Ball. 
Clemson's Jungaleers have been 
secured as rhythm-makers for this 
outstanding social event and also 
for the buffet supper which is to 
come   during  intermission. 
There will be a social in the 
YMCA for those members of the 
two classes and their dates, who 
will not attend the dance. 
The South Carolina Section of the 
American Chemical Society met Sat- 
urday afternoon, April 21st, in the 
Chemistry    Building. 
This organization held its meet- 
ing in joint session with the South 
Carolina Academy of Science, since 
the latter had its business and 
talks in the  morning. 
In the afternoon meeting, the 
first address was on the "Life Work 
of J. Lawrence Smith", and was 
delivered by Dr. R. N. Brackett, ol 
Clemson. 
Following this, Prof. Osteen of 
Furman gave a complicated talk on 
exides. 
The next talk was on "Some 
Cheap Source of Anti-Pellagric VI- 
(Continued on page two) 
Corps Seeks 
To Continue 
High Rating 
War Strength Problem at Noon 
Today Will End Annual 
Inspection 
PARKS INSPECTS 
Clemson Netmen 
Lose to Furman 
"By Their  Words" 
COMMITTEE    CHOSEN 
Dr. Sikes, president of the 
college, has announced the mem- 
bers of the faculty who, along 
with four student leaders, will 
form a committee on the eval- 
uation of  student honors. 
The men appointed are Pro- 
fessors J. L. Marshall, F. H. H. 
Calhoun, and R. K. Eaton. 
The student members of the 
group automatically are: the 
Senior class president, Junior 
class president, Cadet Colonel, 
and  president of the  YMCA. 
Cadet Colonel Frank Schirm- 
er, above led the Clemson 
regiment of cadets through the 
annual inspection by the War 
Department yesterday and to- 
day. 
Tomorrow night Col. Schlrm- 
er will temporarily turn over 
his rank of "First rating ca- 
det" to the honorary colonel, 
Miss Julia Elizabeth McLaurin, 
who will review the Corps at 
the moonlight parade. 
Tigers    Lose    First    Match    of 
Season by Close Score 
The Tiger racqueteers suffered 
their first defeat of the season at 
the hands of a powerful Furman 
net team on the local courts Sat- 
urday afternoon by a 5  to  4  score. 
Groce, Hurricane netter, played 
the most brilliant game of the af- 
ternoon and handed Bobble Spann, 
local court act, a 6 to 4, and 6 to 
2   defeat. 
Summary: 
Clinkscales (F) defeated Horto* 
(C)   6-4, 6-1. 
Woodward (C) defeated Stephens 
(F)   6-2, 6-3. 
GTOce (F) defeated Spann (C) 
6-4,   6-2. 
Haselden (F) defeated L-atlmeT 
(C)   8-6,   7-5. 
defeated    Hollowell 
Clemson's annual War Depart- 
ment spring inspection began Wed- 
nesday morning as Major Victor 
Parks of the United. States Army 
examined theory classes in field 
fortification, comibat training, citi- 
zenship, military history, and lead- 
ership. Groups from several of 
the classes gave practical exhibi- 
tions   in   their   respective   subjects. 
At noon Wednesday the Cadet 
Corps swung along to martial airs 
in its initial full-dress parade of 
the year. Crowds of visitors from 
all parts of the state were present 
to witness this spectacle. Following 
the regimental review, the Junior 
Platoon took the field and went 
through its intricate maneuvers for 
(Continued   on   page   seven) 
PHI PSI FRAT HAS 
FORMAUNITIATION 
Ball,   Beard,   Stevenson,   New, 
Bridges,    Thode,    Gray 
are Honored 
Elliott     (C) 
(F)    6-2,   6-4. 
Green    (C) 
6-2,  6-3. 
Doubles: 
(Continued   on   page   eight) 
defeated   Price    (F) 
There is a general tendency in 
modern biography to give you juicy 
bits   of   back-steps   scandal. 
—Hank in. 
The watch has driven more peo- 
ple crazy than any other one thing, 
except,  possibly,   the  mirror. 
—Brearley. 
If you could see "Riders To The 
Sea" correctly done, you'd thinK 
we'd  been  reading  Whiz Bang  thla 
morning. 
—Lane. 
You bet two bits, huh?    Be care- 
ful;  for two bits I'd kill a man. 
—X/ippincott. 
Worms Go On Spooky Graveyard 
Rambles and Nocturnal Hikes 
If you like to roam around 
in eerie old graveyards with 
lunar rays flitting from one 
tombstone to another, if you 
like to hike aimlessly along 
muddy country roads with dark 
and forbidding-looking woods 
on either side as companions, 
if you like to hear the wind: 
moaning through the trees with 
you miles from nowhere, then 
accept a Blue Key pledge if it 
Is  offered  you. 
Just  to  break  the  monotony 
of a two-week period of in- 
formal initiation the chiefs of 
the organization took the quin- 
tet of "worms" who are can- 
didates for admission, and gave 
them individually several ini- 
tials and a date. 
INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN 
Then these gentlemen were 
told, nay commanded, to hie 
themselves to that structure 
commonly known as the Old 
Stone Church, and there to in- 
continued on page two) 
After an informal initiation, of 
several weeks duration, five jun- 
iors, Ball, Beard, Bridges, New, 
and Thode, and one honor sopho- 
more, Stevenson, were given the 
final degree for membership into 
Phd Psi, local honor textile frater- 
nity. 
Jim Gray, a very prominent tex- 
tile expert, was given the final de- 
gree for honorary membership. Mr. 
Gray is affiliated with the govern- 
ment testing station at Clemson, 
and his accomplishments more than 
justify the bestowal of this honor. 
SPEAKERS   HEARD 
Phi Psi has had a very success- 
ful year, having recently accom- 
(Continued on page eight) 
ORATORS TO MEET 
Representatives from Clem- 
son, College of Charleston, Er- 
skine, Furman, S. Carolina, anil 
Wofford will speak for these 
schools in the annual state or- 
atorical contest to be held at 
Winthrop  tomorrow  night. 
A. A. Langley, Clemson's rep- 
resentative, will address the 
group with an oration entitlea, 
'Where  Are We  Going?" 
W. C. Chipley, also of Clem- 
son, is president of the S. C. 
I.  O.  A.  for  this year. 
FLASH~"EXCELLENT"  SPRING  INSPECTION   RATING ANNOONGED AS THE TIGER GOES   TO PRESS 
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195 Clemsonites To "Go Nudist" Monday? 
TWENTY PERCENT OF CORPS PROMISES TO 
STALK CAMPUS STARK NAKED AT 6;35, 
APRIL 30; TO FORM COLONY ON CAMPUS 
Tiger Staff Has No Trouble in   Getting   Nonsensical   Petition 
Signed by  Unsuspecting  Members 
of   Local Corps 
(By R. K. O'CAIN) 
According to plans embodied in a pledge signed last week 
by 195 enthusiastic cadets,'Clemson's first Nudist Colony will 
make its initial entry in History's; big,black book at reveille 
formation next Monday morning. 
These cadets, in entering the  popular nudist movement, 
are bringing to realization plans which have long been afoot to 
afford the students of the college,-the highest degree of com- 
fort and freedom where dress is concerned. 
1
 " 'Details"'   of    the    plans    may    be 
gathered from the following pledge, 
which bears the authentic signa- 
ture of each of the 19 5 promoters 
of the'project: ■ 
"We,  Cadets of  Clemson  College, 
. whose names appear on the reverse 
-side   of ; this, sheet,   being   (in   pur 
ppinion)   of  sound   mind  and   body, 
vin- view  of   the   fact   that   we   have 
..blankly failed in our efforts to pro- 
- cure   free  shows   daily  at  the  local 
. Y    picture    palace,   do    hereby    de- 
clare   ourselves   victims   of   delusion 
. and  deepest disappointment,  and  in 
an attempt to assuage the severity    of 
this  recent  frustration we  d;o  here- 
i by pledge that at the first sound of 
reveille on the morning of April 30, 
;1934   (which  shall  be   at   6:35,   by 
order   of   the     Commandant)      we 
will   depart   in   an   orderly   manner 
from   our   regular   positions   in   the 
regimental 'files of the  Clemson Ca- 
det Corps and proceed to the vacant 
lot immediately behind Middle Bar- 
racks,   where   we   will   straightway 
remove our cadet uniform and place 
it in the  center  of the  lot. 
This being done, we will cause 
the whole mass of clothing to enter 
a state of conflagration, not using 
more than two matches, as desig- 
nated on page 60 in the Boy Scout 
Manual. As the flames do theii- 
work, we will join hands in a great 
circle around the fire and raise a 
mighty cry, decreeing ourselves 
charter members of Clemson's Firsi 
Nudist   Colony. 
We shall apply to the Comman- 
dant for official recognition of our 
group." 
All this, gentle reader, we are 
ready to confess, will not actually 
take place. If you've already sus- 
pected as much, well— good for 
you. 
DUCKS,   SHEEP,   ETC. 
But all this does purport to il- 
lustrate a point; i.e., that humans, 
at least the variety present in Clem- 
son's student body, are strikingly 
kindred to goats, ducks, and sheep. 
We derive our conclusions of 
kindreds-hip to the duck and sheep 
from the fact that the masses very 
obsequiously and blindly follow the 
leader, much in the manner of the 
aforementioned animals. The mere 
words "goat" and "goose" have a 
connotation and gullibility, so that 
when either term is applied to the 
human, no explanation need be of- 
ered for the use of the figure. 
EXPLANATION 
In explanation of the Pledge-Nu- 
dist affair: Two hundred cadets or 
(alleged) average intelligence were 
approached    by    representatives    ot 
spection,   and   similar   advocations. 
From, the. 2.QJ) interviewed.,. 181 
consented to. sign,outright after an 
oral, explanation, of the details of 
petition. None of this number re- 
quested to read the written form of 
the petition in question. 
Several (here none of the animal 
names will fit) placed their John 
Hancock on the paper without hav- 
ing the least idea what they were 
signing, declaring casually that they 
always signed petitions and the 
like, regardless of the advocation 
of the petition, but for the gentle 
pleasure of having the privilege of 
"signing  sump'n". 
REQUESTS  MADE 
About a half dozen semi-sensible 
'folk requested to see a written 
form of the petition with which 
they were presented, but they too 
came across after a hint that the 
petition   was   bona  fide. 
As figures show, only five out of 
200 made a point-blank refusal to 
sign anything unless they were per- 
mitted to read the provisions of 
the petition. Which proves ibeyond 
a doubt that at least 2.5 per cent 
O'f  our  number  are  compos  mentis. 
(Ed. Note: For the benefit of 
those who are inclined to dou'bt the 
veracity of the above story, we 
have preserved the original peti- 
tion or pledge with the 195 bona 
fide signatures. Any who wish may 
see the list in the editorial rooms 
of   THE   TIGER.) 
CHEMICAL MEET 
(Continued   from   page   1) 
tamin" "by Dr. Harold Levine and 
Roe E. Remington of the Medical 
College  of South  Carolina. 
Dr. Paden of Clemeon gave "Re- 
sponses . from Various Sources ot 
Nitrogen Fertilizers" and Dr. Caro- 
demos concluded the speeches with 
a talk on "Some Factors Affecting 
Cream   Separation   by   Gravitation." 
The meeting was adjourned af- 
ter the members had appointed. Dr. 
Brackett of Clemson College to 
present a paper at the fall meeting 
of the Society mourning the death 
of Dr. G. A. Buist of Furman Uni- 
versity. 
ALUMNI MEET 
(Continued tram page one) 
is anticipated. This is going to be 
a good old-fashioned Southern party 
where you will see your old friends 
and school mates." 
Besides Mr. Moore, the other ot- 
THE   TIGER   and   asked  to   sign   a  fleers  of  the northern  chapter  are: 
E. K. Anderson, R. L. Hartley, F. 
L. Cary, G. F. Mitchell, and Dr. H. 
H. Keyserling. 
The membership of the Metro- 
politan group is in the range of 
150. 
petition. Various ruses were form- 
ulated by the reporters, the most 
frequent being petition for more 
and better free shows, petition for 
ice-cream four times a week, pe- 
tition  for  abolition  of  Saturady in- 
If 
NOTICE 
your you   have   not   paid 
TAPS space do so at once, if you 
want a copy of the  book. This 
notice applies to both clubs ana 
individuals. 
(signed)   R.   F.   Jenkins 
Business   Manager, TAPS. 
BLUE  KEY HIKE 
(Continued from page one) 
spect tombstones in the grave- 
yard of the worshiping place 
until one was found which had 
a name and date identical witn 
the    date    given. Then    the 
"worms" were instructed to 
copy the remainder of the in- 
scription and return with the 
report. 
Unknown to the other four, 
each "worm" set out - with a 
stout heart and a pair of ex- 
ceedingly weak and ■ shaky 
knees. 
Rawls and Chaplin were the 
first to arrive upon the scene; 
they began a systematic search 
when a gruff voice called for 
them to "stand and deliver"; 
the gentlemen "delivered" their 
identification cards to a per- 
son who turned out to be, by 
match light, one of their co- 
horts,  Nottingham. 
ALL   SHOW   UP 
Eventually Cummings and 
Woodward made their humble 
appearance and things got un- 
der way in great style. For 
what seemed hours the match- 
ing contest went on; all found 
the proper graves except Rawls, 
and after so long a time, he 
decided to chuck the whole bus- 
iness. 
So the quintet of "worms" 
jumped into a car (which 
mysteriously put in an appear- 
ance at that secluded spot) ana 
began the return journey, when 
Chiefs Robinson, Hunter, Bell, 
Schirmer, and Lytle rushed up 
in a V-8, with dark and dan- 
gerous looks upon their usually 
fair  countenances. 
Alas! It was too bad for the 
ill fated key-toters. The car 
turned around. Rawls was left 
at the graveyard with an aa- 
monitory "you better not come 
back until you find that tomb- 
stone". He arrived at school 
at   12:30. 
HECTIC HIKING 
So that he might atone for 
the awful wrong done, "Worm" 
Cummings was put out in the 
general vicinity of a railroad 
crossing some two hours hike 
from the institution. (He crawl- 
ed into  bed at  1  A.  M.) 
"Worm" Chaplin was next. 
He was told to "get going" at 
a road junction some miles 
from Cummings' site of travel; 
he luckily picked the right road 
and had to walk only five 
miles, arriving as the tower 
clock sang out an even dozen 
chimes. 
The hearts (?) of the chiefs 
began to soften at this point 
and so they let Woodward and 
Nottingham out together (about 
six miles from Clemson). The 
lucky (?) pair, weary in boay, 
but quite active and vituper- 
ative in speech, reached their 
respective abodes at the re- 
spectable   hour   of   one. 
Data-taking in a spooky cem- 
etery, a nocturnal hike of un- 
certain length and direction— 
truly, variety is the spice ot 
life. 
Shoot The Show 
BY H. S. ASHMORE 
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY— 
NIGHT—MELODY IN  SPRING 
From Cap'n Henry's Showboat 
comes Lanny Ross, one of radio's 
better male songster (this guy's ho 
crooner) to make a picture. Ap- 
propriately enough the producers 
call the thing, "Melody in Spring"; 
aside from the melody .there isn' 
much picture. Like all musicals, 
the plot is of little consequence. 
The songs none of which I can 
;remember, are .-light and entertain- 
ing- and the picture proves to be 
very peasant; The female lead is 
played by another stranger, Ann 
Sothern. The comedy is furnished 
by two of the best, Mary Boland 
and- Charle  Ruggles. 
WOMEN,   WOMEN,   WOMEN 
In connection with a news 
article on page 1, column 1, it 
was announced a few minutes 
before going to press that sev» 
eral hundred "Female Colleg- 
ians" will, be here for the pa- 
rade and dance tomorrow night. 
The figures are as follows: 
90 from G. W. C, 2 bus loads 
of over 50 from Brenau, 100 
from Anderson College, 15 from 
Lander, and a like number from 
Converse. 
Winthrop and Queens-Chicora 
will not be represented. 
FRIDAY  AND   SATURDAY— 
GAMBLING LADY 
: Barbara Stanwyck has made, a 
number of pictures... and most of 
them were better than this. Still, it 
isn't half bad, Stanwyck . does. well 
in a lousy role. She . plays ..the 
part of "Lady Lee", a noted, gam- 
bler whose one fault is her honesty. 
In spite of this handicap she does 
quite well in the racket until she 
falls in love with one of the four 
hundred, as played by Joel McCrea. 
iShe marries him and everything be- 
comes entangled n divorce, murder, 
and the loving ganibler is left be- 
hind. The forgotten one was Pat 
O'Brien, so nobody can blame her 
for leaving him. The best perform- 
ance is by Aubrey Smith, as Joel's 
father,   a   blueblooded   crapshooter. 
MONDAY—SIX OF A KIND 
Six mad hatters. The plot again 
doesn't matter, anyway, what plot 
could stand up under the buffeting 
of such screwies? Somebody gat 
the idea of combining the talents of 
the six funniest people they could 
find and watching the destruction. 
The choice of funny people was 
excellent, my only regret beng that 
Charles Butterworth was omitted. 
The six are: Charlie Ruggles, Mary 
Boland, W. C. Fields, Alison Skip- 
worth, George Burns, and Grade 
Allen. If they don't send you 
drivelling from the theatre you'd 
better see  a  doctor. 
TUESDAY—UPPER WORLD 
No review. I am not sure but 1 
think Warren Williams and somb 
people  are  in this   one. 
WEDNESDAY— 
LET'S  FALL  IN  LOVE 
Edmund Lowe, as the motion pic- 
ture   dierctor   sets   out,   to   find   a 
With   machine-gun   bullets   I'd : like 
to snipe 
The wench who  says "You're JUST 
" the   type". 
Chicago.—The notion that ath- 
letes and hearts go" hand- in hand 
was scored here by Mrs. Gertrude 
Howe Britten, .executive director of 
the Chicago Heart Association. 
"The general healthy effects ,,of 
physical exercise are part .of the 
bill of rights of every individual," 
she said. "Instead of impairing 
the heart, such exercise should 
build up the healthy and give the 
Individual more resistence to die- 
ease." 
SAVANNAH   ALUMNI 
Clemson College alumni in Sa- 
vannah, under the presidency of J. 
N. McBride, general agricultural 
agent. Seaboard Air Line railway, 
are arranging a banquet for April 
28, at which the college will be 
represented by Dr. D. W. Daniel 
and Jess Neely, athletic director, 
possibly   also    by    President    Sikes. 
The vice-president of the Savan- 
nah club is T. M. Walsh. W. D. 
Hutchins is secretary and treasurer. 
new leading lady after his prima 
donna runs out on him. He finds 
his lady (Ann Sothern) selling tick- 
ets in a circus. He makes her 
acquire a Swedish accent and pre- 
sents her to Gregory Ratoff, the 
producer, who immedately makes 
her a star. At her coming-out 
party, Edmund's fiancee becomes 
jealous and exposes Ann as a little 
'ticket seller. Gregory is furious ana 
fires Edmund, but the next morn- 
ing he is so pleased with the pub- 
licity given the exposure that he 
sends for them both. But Ann has 
gone to Panama with the circus 
and Edmund has followed her for 
the happy ending. Miriam Jordan 
is  prime  as  the  jealous  fiancee. 
pgfiifflHiSSiaaHiaH^^ 
Cleaning   and Alterations   and 
Pressing Repairs 
SCHAEFER TAILORED CLOTHES 
BLECKLEYS DRY CLEANERS 
■HSSSIHSiafflHSlHIS^ 
HgBEEHHBHglHS!BB]^^ 
NEW LIGHT-WEIGHT SUITS, $6.95 TD 50,00 
SLEEVELESS SWEATERS , $1.00 TO 2,50 
UNDERWEAR, PER SUIT 50c TO SI .50 
SHOES, ALL STYLES . $2,00 TO 10.00 
DRESS SHIRTS  ....   75c TO $1,95 
Don't be fooled on cheap prices.    You get what you 
pay  for.    SEE 
HOKE SLOAN 
•   I 
EKiaigiigSBMgifctotoraKiHisig^ 
THURSDAY,   APRIL   26,   1934 THE  TIGER PAGE   THREW 
Bengal Tracksters Step To Victory Over Birds 
Platoonist EDUCATION STUDENTS | Dash Ace 
SPEND DAY IN STUDY 
OF PARKER SCHOOLS 
Above is Lieutenant-Colonel 
Henry J. Schroder of Charles- 
ton, Senior Platoon leader, who 
maneuvered the crack Junior 
Platoon through a series of in- 
tricate movements at "Big In- 
spection"   yesterday. 
Schroder drilled the present 
Senior Platoon in Washington 
last fall, and at various other 
cities during the fall and win- 
ter. 
FOURTEEN GRADUATES 
OF CLEMSON WILL GO 
TO SUMMERJRC CAMP 
Residents     of     Fourth     Corps 
Area Over 21 Only 
Ones Eligible 
Seventeen Clemsonites Journey 
to Greenville to Watch Meth- 
ods of  Teaching 
WHOLE DAY SPENT 
Last Wednesday, Professor W. 
G. Crandall and a party of 14 stu- 
dents, accompanied by Professor It. 
S. Tate and Mr. L. R. Booker, 
made a trip to Greenville to study 
the methods of teaching employed 
in the Parker District schools of 
that  city. 
The first half of the day was 
spent in the trade and industrial 
department of the high school, 
where those students who will not 
have the opportunity to go to col- 
lege  may   learn  valuable   tradee. 
After a delicious luncheon, Sup- 
erintendent Hollis escorted th« par- 
ty through the Woodside Grammar 
School; here the methods of teach- 
ing students in elementary grades 
were  studied. 
The trip to the textile center was 
highly successful, and the mem- 
bers of the Education class hope 
to   make   several   similar   tours. 
Notice has been received in the 
Commandant's office to the effect 
that "an increase in funds for 14 
days active training this fiscal year 
makes it possible to train 14 ROTC 
graduates of Clemson during the 
period   of   June   3-16,   1934". 
Only those grads who are resi- 
dents of the Fourth Corps Area, 
and are over 21 are eligible for this 
training. 
The camp for these trainees will 
either be at Fort Screvens, Ga., or 
Fort   Moultrie,   S.   C. 
WEEKEND OUTING OF 
SENIOR T COUNCIL 
ENJOYEDJY GROUP 
25    Clemsonites    Spend    Two 
Days at Blue Ridge, N. C. 
A group of 25 Senior Y Council 
members, guests, and their dates 
enjoyed a delightful weekend out- 
ing at Blue Ridge April 20-22. 
The group left Friday afternoon, 
picking up other members of the 
party on the way, and returned 
Sunday evening. The director of 
the Council, Mr. G. H. Aull, and his 
wife, and Mr. and Mrs. P. B. Hoi- 
tzendorff   chaperoned. 
The house party was very suc- 
cessful, and the North Carolina hills 
afforded an excellent place for fine 
hikes and outdoor sports of all 
kinds. 
'Sunday morning, a worship ser- 
vice was conducted by J. R. Cooper, 
and the inspiring view of the Blue 
Ridge mountains made the program 
even more  meaningful. 
GREEN   VISITS   CAMPUS 
O. H. Green, who was Lieutenant 
Colonel at Clemson in '32, was a 
visitor on the campus Tuesday af- 
ternoon. 
For the past 13 months GTeen 
has been connected with the Lar- 
rowe Milling Company of Detroit 
In the capacity of a field poultry 
specialist. 
Green covers seven states in his 
traveling  position. 
Breaking speed records legal- 
ly is just a habit with Gordon 
Lynn,   shown  above. 
Last Saturday the "Moun- 
tain Goat" sprinted down the 
cinder lanes for a 9.6 seconds 
timing on the century; in the 
220 the watches clocked the 
speedster in 21.1, which is pret- 
ty fast, even for a Century of 
Progress. 
Honor Organizations of Campus 
Test "Manhood" In Queer Ways 
TFLANE 
Talk about minor sports—they 
really have them in a big way at 
Tulane. Four tournaments were 
recently in progress at one and the 
same time. They included Tennis, 
Ping-Pong, Horseshoe Pitching, and 
Chess  and  Checkers  tournaments. 
(By   R.   K.   O'CAIN) 
All excruciating ceremonies 
of sealing the bonds of love 
and fraternal feeling are not 
confined to the uncivilized re- 
gions of Central Africa, where 
reside the Bluebearded Blacks 
who induct their brides into 
the state of connubiality by the 
use of a fine new whip of hip- 
popotamus hide to test the du- 
rable qualities of the female of 
their choice; nor to the belli- 
cose tribes of the South Sea Is- 
lands, where the aspirant proves 
his aptitude for warriorship by 
permitting a veteran to knock 
out three of his front teeth; 
nor to the Rat class at Clem- 
son College, where—well, you 
know. 
SCABBARD   AND   BLADE 
Scabbard and Blade's vic- 
tims, designated by the odorif- 
erous appellation of "fish", 
shout their plight to the world 
by wearing on their broad 
shoulders insignia which really 
are as big as an honorary 
shave-tail thinks his solitary 
pie-plates appear when he dates 
his best girl just after being 
commissioned. 
Other   parts   of   the   "fish's" 
anatomy      serve      as      proving 
grounds    for    the    makers    of 
nickel-plated   sabres. 
BLUE   KEY 
AVhen you see a guy kneel- 
ing reverently before an as- 
semblage of cadets on our fair 
campus,  vociferating  lusty  imi- 
tations of the male species of 
the American buffalo, and be- 
ing goaded on all the while 
by a few omnipotent-looking 
bystanders who wield articles 
of timber ranging in size from 
a two-by-four to a sill for a 
fireproof tobacco barn, you 
have fair evidence that the un- 
fortunate is either moon-struck 
or a Blue Key "worm". There 
is   little   difference. 
MORE WORMS 
Block C "goats" (of the non- 
hooking variety), and Phi Psi, 
Alpha Zeta, Iota Lambda Sig- 
ma, and Tau Beta Pi "worms" 
are likewise put thru their 
paces, these frats being of the 
chopping variety, and the final 
night of initiation usually pro- 
vides the suckers with a free 
trip to an ancient graveyard, 
from which they are guided 
back to barracks purely by in- 
stinctive   quaities. 
POST NUBIDA 
But post nubila, Phoebus, 
the era of goatship and worm- 
hood passes ere life has been 
totally obliterated from the 
inmate. 
After all, the process of ini- 
tiation is but a test to deter- 
mine whether the chosen one 
has the desirable sterling qual- 
ities. From the lowly rank or 
goat, worm, or fish, the novice 
acquires full generalship in his 
respective order of benevolence, 
and the system goes on as per- 
petually  as  the  tide. 
GORDON LYNN STEPS CENTURY IN 9.6 
SECONDS, AND FURLONG IN 21.1: MILE 
RELAY TEAM DASHES TO FAST VICTORY 
Clemson  Dash and Weight  Men  Defeat  University   of  South 
Carolina by Over Thirty  Points on 
Riggs Field Saturday 
HINWOOD ANNOUNCES 
CHANGE IN SUMMER 
GAMP COMPETITION 
Military Field Day to be Held 
in Place of Track  Meet 
at McClellan 
I EVENTS ARE VARIED 
HOW 
Player 
TIGERS SM AT 
H 
'EM 
Pet. AB R 
Richie 14 4 5 .357 
Durham 20 4 7 .350 
Shores 20 2 7 .350 
Hinson 21 5 7 .333 
Crain 3 0 1 .333 
Troutman 19 6 6 .316 
Hood 8 1 2 .250 
Chavous 21 4 5 .238 
Sherman 23 5 4 .17-! 
Swails 6 0 1 .167 
Croxton 8 3 1 .12b 
Heap 2 0 0 .000 
Cole 0 0 0 .000 
Cathcart 8 3 0 .000 
Totals 177 37 47 .266 
According to information received 
recently by Captain J. H. Hinwood, 
Assistant Commandant, there will 
be no track meet at the summer 
ROTC camp at Fort McClellan, as 
has been the case in past years. 
Instead, it is planned to have »■ 
military field meet this year for 
those  attending  the  camp. 
Among the events that will be 
held during this field meet are: 
machine gun competition in mount- 
ing and laying the gun, tug ot 
war between squads, wall scaling 
by squads, oral message races by 
half-squads, equipment race, patrol 
competition, tent pitching, first aid 
competition, and trench jump relay 
by squads. 
Other events may be added later. 
The Colors 
ALL HAIL THE COLORS 
Tomorrow night, for the first 
time in the history of Clemson 
College, the colors will pass by 
the reviewing stand in a moon- 
light parade. 
Thackston, W. M., and Hunt, 
R. M., are color sergeants of 
the Corps; Gilliam, A. L., and 
Mustard, A. C, form the color 
guard. 
EIGHT STUDENTS ARE 
ADMITTEDINTOA.T.A. 
Cole, Cochran, Johnson, Wan- 
namaker, Lindler,  Lacy, Roy- 
als, Chapman are Hon- 
ored 
Coach Frank Howard's Purple 
and Gold cinderpath and weight. 
men clipped the wings of a noisy 
Gamecock aggregation by a score ot: 
7 7 to 45, in a rather slow bux- 
sensational track meet on Riggs. 
Field   Saturday  afternoon^ 
Gordon Lynn stepped the 220 
in 21.1 seconds, and breezed dowi» 
the cinders for a  9.6 in the century. 
McConnell snapped his lithe body 
around in the discus throw, ana 
tossed the flat object 139 feet, 9.5 
inches through ether to easily take; 
a first in that event. 
FAST    RELAY 
In    the    relay,    which    failed    t«*. 
count    in    the    scoring,     Clemson's. 
quartet   consisting   of   Winn,   Black- 
well,    Rogers,   and   Lynn   sped   the.: 
mile  in  fast  time. 
Lynn, carrying the baton as an- 
chor, stepped to the fore from a 
20 yard handicap and broke the;- 
finish string several strides ahead 
of his opponent. 
Tom Craig was the big noise for 
the Carolina aggregation; he ledl 
the scoring  with  20 points. 
Summary: - 
100 yard dash—Lynn (C); Huifc 
(SC);   Ford   (C);   time,   9.6. 
220 yard dash—Lynn (C); Hut* 
(SC);   Ford   (C);   time,   21.1. 
440 yard sprint—Winn (C)^. 
Robinson (C); Behling (SC); time^ 
53.6. 
880 yard run—McLaughlin (SC); 
Roberts (C); Cook (SC); time, 
2:5.8. 
1 mile run— Cardwell (SC); 
Sease (SC); Yarborough (C); time, 
4:48.8. 
2 mile run—Altman, iScott, Sim*--, 
(C), time,  10:52.3. 
220 yard low hurdles—Folger 
(C); Craig (ISC); Green (C); time, 
26. 
120 yard high hurdles— Petti! 
(■SC); Ackis (C); Craig (SC); time, 
16.1. 
High jump—Craig (SC); Parks, 
Lipscomb, Kissam (C), tied for 
second,   5  feet  7  inches. 
Broad jump — Robinson (C); 
Lipscomb (C); Parks (C), 21 feet, 
1   1-2  inches. 
Pole vault—Lipscomb and Parks 
(O; tied for first and second, Far- 
nham   (SO   11  feet. 
Discus— McConnell (C); Craig 
(SO;   Taylor   (SC);   149.8   feet. 
Shot put—Craig (SC); Dillard 
(C); McConnell (C); 44 feet 11 
3-4 inches. 
Javelin — Blackwell (C); Craig 
(SC);   Taylor   (SC);   173  feet. 
Relay—Winn, Blackwell, Rogers*. 
Lynn    (C);    3:55. 
SENIOR LIFE SAVERS 
TO RE AWARDED RED 
CROSS EMRLEMS SOON 
,  
Ten   Cadets   Pass   Course 
Eight men were pledged into 
Alpha Tau Alpha at a meeting ot 
the Kappa chapter on April 16. 
The following were admitted as in- 
itiates: Cole, Cochran, Johnson, 
Wannamaker, Lindler, Lacy, Roy- 
als,   and   Chapman. 
Alpha Tau Alpha is a national 
honorary frat having as its pur- 
pose the promotion of cooperation, 
leadership, and friendship among 
vocational   ag   teachers. 
Ten cadets have successfully pass- 
ed the recent Red Cross Senior 
Life Saving Course, held in th« 
natatorium of the local YMCA, un- 
der the direction of Mr. P. B. Holt- 
zendorff and Professor G. H. Ed- 
wards. 
The following will receive th* 
senior emblems: G. A. Durban, H- 
P. Bascot, G. A. Graham, J. p. 
Dunla'p, J. F. Norris, A. N. Avin- 
ger, W. F. Krickham, T. S. Mc- 
Neely, R. B. H. Hicks, and J. H. 
Green. 
I 
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EDITORIAL 
'WE THINK IT TERRIBLE. 
A' frequent complaint of people with "old oaken bucket" 
philosophies is to the. effect that college students of today too 
closely confine their interests to local activities, and fail to 
evince any intelligence in matters of city, state, and national 
government. 
American undergraduates may be provincialistic, and their 
ideas may be attached to a small hemisphere all their own; 
but is the older generation any better? Does it show the 
proper interest in the functioning of governmental offices? 
We wonder! 
"We think it is 'terrible' that there are so many crooks on, 
the Bench—that a woman about to tell how she had been 
'framed' by the police can be strangled with a clothes-line and 
thrown on a dirt heap because of her threatened revelation; 
that scores of policemen and men higher up should have been 
banking huge sums of money for which they could not ac-< 
count, and which it has been abundantly shown were col- 
lected from law-breakers; that a bank commissioner, whose 
predecessor in in Sing Sing, had not examined the books for 
a year when the bank was rumored to be-in a precarious con- 
dition, that there were 2000 persons arrested for burglary in 
New York in 1930 and only 37 of them were convicted of that 
crime, that holdups, murders, robberies occur every day in the 
year, and that all the effect that? they have upon us is to pro- 
vide spectacular copy for tabloid newspapers ,and flippant 
after-dinner conversation in so-called leading communities," 
says Joseph Collins in "The Doctor Looks At Life and Death." 
Many thousands of college graduates will receive diplomas 
within the next two months; we hope that these men and wo- 
men will not be "narrow", that they will not be "absolutely 
placid, fundamentally disinterested, and energetically apa- 
thetic" when matters outside their own path demand consid- 
eration. 
Utopia is built only in books; but any sane inhabitant of 
this globe will admit that if we picked up newspapers and 
magazines with more in our minds than just reading of crime 
and vice, a great deal could be accomplished. 
Mere reading will cure no deplorable situation; reading, 
combined with thinking and action, can do much. 
INTERCOLLEGIATE PRESS 
F OOLISH ABLES 
THE   HARE   AND   THE   TORTOISE 
Wesleyan University, Middletown, 
Conn.— Wesleyan University here 
has instituted a system of frater- 
nity cooperative buying, employing 
Edward G. Stephany of New York 
as director. He will direct the 
ordering of $2,800 worth of food 
weekly. He will contract with 
wholesalers and grocers to supply 
12   fraternities at the  college. 
Art is a luxury. Men attach 
importance only to self-preservation 
and the propagation of their spe- 
cies. It is only when these In- 
stincts are satisfied that they con- 
sent to occupy themselves with the 
entertainment which Is provided 
for them by writers, painters and 
poets.—W.   Somerset   Maughan. 
Regimental Sergeant Major David. 
C. Ellerbe was once boasting 01 
his "speed" with the women before 
a bunch of sophomores. "I have 
never yet been beaten" said he, 
"when I put forth my full speed. 
I challenge any one here to race 
with me, over to Converse." 
Corporal Littlejohn said quietly, 
"I accept your challenge." 
'"That is a good joke," said the 
Regimental; "I could dance round 
you   all   the   way   to   Spartanburg." 
"Keep your boasting till you've 
beaten," answered the Corporal. 
"Shall   we   race?" 
So the course was fixed and * 
start was made. The Regimental 
darted almost out of sight at once, 
but to show his contempt for the 
Corporal he soon stopped to date 
a  young lady in Greenville. 
The Corporal plodded on and oil, 
and when the Regimental left hia 
date in Greenville and ran toward 
Spartanburg he saw the Corporal 
entering the gates of Converse, and 
could not run up in time to save 
the race. Then said the Corporal: 
"Plodding wins  the race". 
THE  FOX  WITHOUT  A  TAIL. 
It happened that Corporal Inabi- 
net slept through reveille one day 
and was discovered by an officer 
and assessed some demerits. At 
fir*t Inabinet was ashamed to show 
himself among his fellow squad 
leaders. But at last he determined 
to put a bolder face upon his mis- 
fortune and summoned all the cor- 
porals to a general meeting to con- 
sider a proposal which he had to 
place before them. 
When they had assembled to- 
gether Inabinet proposed, that they 
should all be able to sleep through 
reveille without getting "cracked". 
He pointed out how inconvenient it 
was to get up so early for exercise, 
how much it interfered with sleep. 
In fact, he failed to see any advan- 
tage in getting up for the forma- 
tion at all. 
"That is all very well", said on» 
of the wiser corporals; "but I do 
not think you would have recom- 
mended us to dispense with our 
usual duty if you had not happened 
to do so yourself." 
MORAL: Distrust Interested Ad- 
vice. 
HERE AND THERE 
Ann Arbor, Mich.—A new mar- 
riage ritual, omitting "to obey" 
and "till death do us part" was de- 
vised by Mrs. Rex E. Buxton at 
her wedding service. The regular 
Methodist service was read by the 
minister, Mrs. Buxton adding the 
following words: "Marriage is a 
relationship between two person- 
alities functioning together in pro- 
gressive   integration." 
Oxford, O.— (IP)— Why, when 
we run, do we become short of 
breath? Why, when the season 
gets colder, do we shiver? 
Science has pretty well answered 
these questions, but instead of tell- 
ing his physiology students the an- 
swers so they can put them down 
later oil examination papers, Prof. 
McNelly at Miami University is 
having his students do scientific ex- 
periments to find out the answers 
for themselves. 
»L!V IMBI 
MOONLIGHT  PARADE,   ETC. 
You young folk may not appre- 
ciate the fact, but right here on 
our own campus we are about to 
have the most unique parade ever 
staged. There are parades and there 
are parades but never before has 
anyone ever paraded at night; that 
is as far as we can ascertain, no 
one has ever before paraded at 
night. The point of this disser- 
tation is this. Some three months 
ago when we first started writing 
this mess we received a contribu- 
tion from some industrious young 
cadet. It was among the first and 
last contributions we received. The 
note spoke of a certain young lady 
telling our little colonel that he 
looked like a Greek god in the 
moonlight parade. At the time we 
only said, haw, how silly, and de- 
posited the epistle in the waste bas- 
ket. But we have just decided tbat 
maybe it wasn't so silly and we 
take a deep bow to whoever sent 
the note. He certainly has an. ear 
to  the ground. 
FINALS 
You -probably know that Mai Hal- 
lett has been signed to play for 
the finals ths year. The C. D. A. 
had quite a bit of trouble obtaining 
a big-time hand for that date and 
they deserve a lily for getting thi3 
boy. Bert Lown said that he con- 
sidered Hallett superior to any of 
the four bands mentioned to him 
as a possible, the list including Art 
Kassels and Bernie Cummings. 
Hallett is a genuine old-timer, he 
Ibeing the lad who taught Fred War- 
ing all he knows. He brings with 
him, not one, but two torch-singers 
and a male trio that lays the cus- 
tomers in the aisles. He will play 
at all four of the dances and la 
guaranteed to pack 'em in. Oh, 
yes, the boys at Georgia Tech are 
tearing their hair because we beat 
them to Mai, and even considered 
changing the date of their finals so 
they could book him. 
PLEDGE 
jMr. George Chaplin and Mr. Os- 
car Rawls, editors of this rag, have, 
as you doubtless know, been pledg- 
ed by Blue Key. Whether you know 
it or not, Messrs Chaplin and Rawls 
know it. Sunday night they took the 
lads out, distributed them about the 
surrounding terrain, and left them 
to wend their weary homeward way. 
The pledges thought that was 
something until Dr. Manning of the 
School of Textiles told Mr. Chaplin 
about his young brother's adven- 
tures as a freshman at Brown. 
Young Manning was elected presi- 
dent of the freshman class and 
some of the school politicians didn't 
approve. When a very important 
class meeting was scheduled they 
decided that the lad shouldn't at- 
tend, so they took him 250 miles 
away from the university, removed 
all his clothes save his underwear 
and pushed him out. He found, 
his way to a nearby railroad sta- 
tion and found a freight train in 
the, yards. He explained his plight 
to the engineer, who told him he 
would take him all the way back 
to school in the caboose if he would 
ride the cowcatcher through the 
most thickly populated district. 
Manning did, and arrived at school 
in the well known nick of time, 
dashing out on the rostrum just as 
the meeting started, his entrance 
accompanied by an obligate of 
gnashing teeth from the defeated 
villains. Sounds a bit like Tom 
Brown of Rutgers but the good doc- 
tor and Mr. Chaplin swear by the 
story. 
POTPOURRI 
We thought the good old days 
when men were men and fought 
behind the laundry were over but 
it seems that W. White and H. L. 
Fraser revived these ancient fetish- 
es the other Saturday night—one 
can't help noting the unusual num> 
ber of female visitors on the cam- 
pus on the (Sunday before a dance— 
week's prize remark: a description 
of Schnozzle Dobson, the pride of 
K Company, as the only man in 
school who can stand under a 
shower and smoke a cigarette—that 
bird at the track meet who ended 
the mile three laps behind the oth- 
ers, but ran the whole thing any- 
way, which must prove something 
or other—another prize remark—- 
a car full of girls passed Bowman 
field the other day during drill, and 
all the lads started yelling and giv- 
ing the ladies the eye. When the ' 
shouting died away someone said, 
"Well, nobody would ever guess 
that this  is  an  agricultural school". 
KENTUCKY 
A student at the University of 
Kentucky recently had what he con- 
siders an All-American no-break. 
Anyhow, he lays claim to the long- 
est no-break in the history of the 
University dances. After being in- 
troduced to one of the fair visi- 
tors, he danced with her exactly 
one hour and forty-five minutes, 
which time included four of his no- 
breaks. 
ST. JOHNS 
The entire student body must 
dance at St. John's school in Wis- 
consin. Dancing has been made 
compulsory in order to give the 
students  courage. 
Service to  the state,  if the state 
is  to  be  served,  must  be  the chief 
function   of   education.—Prof. Ray- 
mond   Moley. 
CORNELL 
It   seems   that   people,   especially 
I college students, just will not leave 
: Austins   out   of   their   jokes,   both 
'practical   and  the   ordinary  variety. 
The   latest   one   is   the   carrying   ot 
an  Austin   into   the  balcony  of  the 
Ithaca   Theatre.     Cornell   boys   car- 
ried   it   there   during  a   Soph-Frosh 
riot. 
SALEM 
The following rules have been 
reported as effective at Salem Col- 
lege in the year 1932: 
1. Baths can be taken only by 
special permission and at times in- 
dicated   by   the   professors. 
2. Sleeping quarters are not to 
be visited by students during the 
day. 
3. The strictest order is to be 
observed   in   the   embroidery   room. 
4. Students are never to go 
out of sight or hearing of the in- 
structor   when  walking. 
(Sounds  more   like   1832  to  us.) 
FURMAN 
When appointments of the Fur- 
man faculty for next year were an- 
nounced, it was learned that Dr. E5. 
M. Poteat, former president of Fur- 
man and now professor at Mercer, 
has been appointed to return to 
Furman and teach. 
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Clemson College Laundry 
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LIGHT food is the kind that 
will keep the hrain in action. 
So start the day with 
Kellogg's Rice Krispies. 
Those crisp, crunchy rice 
hubbies with milk or cream 
appeal to the taste and fur- 
nish energy you need. 
Rice Krispies at lunch are 
also ideal. Won't bog you 
down. And at the end of the 
day — when hungry and 
tired—Rice Krispies satisfy 
the appetite and promote 
sound sleep. 
Ask for Kellogg's Rice 
Krispies at your campus 
restaurant, fraternity house 
or eating club. Made by 
Kellogg in Battle Creek. 
Listen!— 
TIGER ARCHITECTS 
STUDY OLD HOUSES 
Senior    Members   of    Depart- 
ment Measure Historic 
Structures in Sur- 
rounding Country 
At the regular meeting of the 
Alpha Zeta on Monday evening, Ap- 
ril 23, the junior members of the 
organization gave their first pro- 
gram. 
The program involved, all the mo- 
dern advancements made in the va- 
rious fields of agriculture, and an 
outstanding man in each field gave 
a brief resume of the recent pro- 
gress  made  in his  special  field. 
D. T. Pope gave a talk on Hor- 
ticulture; S. A. Cooler, Dairying; 
C. M. 'Salley, Engineering; J. B. 
Land, Chemistry; and J. H. Coch- 
ran,   Entomology., 
HOLLIS SPEAKS 
The second part of the program 
consisted of two talks. C. H. Hol- 
1s gave a speech on the need of a 
fraternity headquarters, and J. C. 
Burton gave a summary of the 
duties of the officers of Alpha Zeta. 
Following the program, a brier 
business session was held in which 
the following were appointed on 
the program committee: J. C. Bur- 
ton, chairman, J. L. DeLoach, and 
J. H. Cochran. 
BENGAL BASKETEERS 
WORK ON HARDWOOD; 
SPRINGJWICE ON 
Fifteen        Courtsters        Work 
Nightly Under Coaching 
of Mentor Joe Davis 
._that the last theory concerning 
that famous bend in Bill Lever- 
ett's legs is that he was probably 
struck on the head by a pile-driver 
at  a  youthful  and  tender  age. 
-OSCAR     SAYS- 
The senior architectural students 
of Clemson are now undertaking 
an exceedingly interesting and prac- 
tical problem under the direction of 
Prof. Rudolph E. Lee. 
The seniors spend a day each 
week in visiting the old colonial 
homes of t'he surrounding country 
and making actual measurements 
of the historic old structures. 
Much     practical     experience      is 
gained,   and  a  study   of   the  archi- 
tecture of yesterday is made. 
PENMJETON   VISITED 
This project will continue until 
the eDd of the semester, and many 
interesting trips are in store for 
the architects. Last Thursday, the 
boys visited Pendleton where they 
went over Altmont, Oaklawn, and 
the old Pelzer home, remnants or 
the   Revolutionary   period. 
At Altmont, an old Dutch oven 
was found—one of the few of the 
surviving relics of the early set- 
tlement. Measured drawings will 
be made from the data taken on 
these trips, thus bringing in every 
feature of the architectural course. 
The completed drawings of the 
state's old homes will be kept for 
future   reference. 
Trips to Abbeville, Edgefield, and 
Statesburg are on schedule for the 
draftsmen for the remainder of the 
year. 
The members of the senior class 
in architecture are Lyles, Dixon, 
Moise, Freeman, Thomas, Husky, 
James, Barron, Bissett an". French 
EXCHANGE 
HAMMl* 
Hamlin University boasts of the 
only football player in the United 
States who dropkicks accurately 
while barefooted. He learned the 
art of kicking barefooted while he 
was at  the academy of Honolulu. 
—Hi-Life. 
Wotta world! Your friends are 
eccentric and your enemies are 
crazy! —Thomaston Times. 
Racqueteer 
Hax Latimer, above, is on© 
of those Clemsonites who gets 
a big thrill out of lofting little 
white balls  over a net. 
Latimer, a senior, is a menu 
ber of Tigertown's crack tennis 
team, which has had a very 
successful season thus far. 
BIBLICAL SCHOLARS 
IN CHARGE VESPERS 
ON SUNDAY EVENING 
Columbia Bible Students Speak 
and Sing Before Large 
Group 
A delegation of young people 
from the Columbia Bible College, 
of Columbia, had charge of "Ves- 
pers  last  Sunday  evening. 
After an opening prayer, Norton 
Sterrett took charge of the meet- 
ing, consisting of a short talk and 
two   testimonials. 
During the program, the quartet 
gave two messages in song that 
were   enjoyed   very  much. 
The testimonials were presented 
by Mr. Ed Yeomans and Miss Ber- 
nelle Sheperson. These two show- 
ed that the only way to have true 
contentment and happiness is thru 
God. Mr. Lester told of the Im- 
portance of really meeting Christ 
face to face, and illustrated how 
terribly worthless and helpless we 
are  without Him  in our lives. 
__that Lyles McKain wonders why 
Oscar didn't happen to mention his 
"unstable" condition at TAPS Ball 
in his column last week. 
 OSCAR    SATS-  
that "Father" Lyles' face beamed 
and assumed that famous grin 
whe nhe saw his countenance on 
the  TIGER's   front  page  last  week. 
 OSCAR    SAYS  
—that "Baby Doll" Draper is Just 
dying to meet that cute Alex Ste- 
vens. 
 OSCAR    SAYS  
—that "Count" Moise has had his 
quota of placements in this column, 
and that his name will absolutely 
not adorn this sheet again—that is, 
unless— 
■ OSCAR    SAYS  
__that Russ Eaton, Babe Hunt, 
Jack Hutcheson and Scotty Dubose 
sure had a swell time at the shag 
in Walhalla last week, (Yea—they 
don't  remember  a  thing.) 
 OSCAR    SAYS  
__that "Muscle Bound" Mustard 
has at last found love. (Ask that 
cute young thing from Anderson 
how  she  did it.) 
 OSCAR     SAYS  
 that Prof. R. E. "Czar" Lee tooK 
his Senior Architects on a chicken 
dinner picnic last week and that 
they  bought   the   chicks. 
; OSCAR    SAYS  
__that Goat Lynn has had more 
publicity than any other Clemson 
man in quite a while, but he's still 
just Goat and not Mr. Goat. 
 OSCAR    SAYS  
 that Cadet Captain Worth Bar- 
ron is such a dear sweet boy—so 
says a certain frail from Green- 
ville. 
 OSCAR     SAYS . 
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 that   "<Stoolie"~ Burns   barged   oft 
to Columbia this past weekend and 
threw a big one. He went to three 
picture shows, drank ever so many 
dopes, and ended up his riotous 
weekend by spending the night at 
the Y. (Three rousing cheers for 
Blue   Ridge.) 
 OSCAR    SAYS  
__that Sgt. Naramor thinks Steele 
Patterson's slouch hat is just too 
cute  for  words. 
 OSCAR     SAYS  
 that   Chester   Cobb   ended  up   his 
romance with Vandiver very grace- 
fully except for the high school 
letter   he   wrote   her  last  week. 
 OSCAR    SAYS  
 that Sidney Little is overwhelm- 
ingly nominated as last week's most 
absent-minded professor. On Thurs- 
day evening before TAPS Ball he 
appeared, plus tuxedo, at each ot 
the campus food emporiums in 
search of the TAPS Banquet, which 
incidentally was held the night of 
the  dance. 
 OSCAR    SAYS  
 that Rose James, versatile danc- 
ing instructor of Greenville, is get- 
ting the cadet corps well in hand, 
and now that Joe Sherman is 
taking up piano, he may be able to 
crowd  out  Rat  Jack  Jackson. 
 OSCAR     SAYS  
 that    Randy    Hinson    and    Harry 
Shore are barely on speaking terms, 
according to latest rumors from a 
certain "Dotted" skirt from Ander- 
son. 
FIRST SCRIMMAGE HELD 
Coach Joe Davis' third spring 
basketball session is well under 
way and future court stars of Tlg- 
ertown are being well drilled In 
the fundamentals of the hardwood 
sport. 
About 15 basketball candidates 
have been passing, dribbling, and 
shooting the leather sphere around 
the   long   TigertoTvn   floor. 
Those out include Dobson, An- 
derson, Brown, Spearman, Huff, 
Newsom, Bryce, Weiters, Wall, Mar- 
tin, Simpson, Farr, Eskridge, Jack- 
son,  Kitchell,  and  Brigham. 
The first scrimmage of the prac- 
tice   period   was   held   Friday   night. 
GEORGIA TECH VOCAL 
ARTISTS ENTERTAIN; 
HERE FORJWO DAYS 
Sixteen    Singers    Offer    Many 
Programs on Campus and 
In  Vicinity 
MELL    DIRECTS 
Clemson College and surround- 
ings were pleasantly entertained 
last Saturday and Sunday, April 
21st and 22nd, by the Georgia 
Tech Y singers. 
These students came to Clemson 
for a program sponsored by the 
local Y and the Baptist and Pres- 
byterian churches. They were di- 
rected by Mr. R. H. Mell, former Y 
secretary in Rock Hill. 
The singers, sixteen in number, 
were accompanied by a pianist, Miss 
Frances   Croft. 
SANG OFTEN 
The entertainment began Satur- 
day night in the Y lobby. The 
group sang again in the Auditorium 
at 8:20P. M. and the next day in 
Pickens at the Baptist Sunday 
School. 
They then returned to Clemson 
to begin the Baptist services here 
and to end the local Presbyterian 
services. 
After dinner, the men left for 
the University of Georgia where 
they  gave a like program. 
The songs rendered by the sing- 
ers were not altogether hymns, but 
popular songs and Negro Spirituals 
as well. 
ALUMNINEWS 
W. P. "Chico" West, '29, is in 
charge of the Department of Com- 
munication of the Franklin Insti- 
tute,   Philidelphia. 
This organization is one of the 
oldest and. most noted of scientific 
institutions  in  America. 
Mr. J. M. Brown, Clemson tex- 
tile graduate of 191-7,; has been 
appointed Southern representative 
for the Seydel Chemical Company, 
and will assist W. T. Smith, ot 
Greenville, in the distribution ot 
Seydel products in this territory. 
Mr. Brown, who will make head- 
quarters in Charlotte, was formerly 
connected with the Arkansas Com- 
pany and Wm. C. Robinson Com- 
pany, in sales work and is well 
known in the textile trade. 
A. B. Taylor, '07, President of 
the Taylor-Colquitt Company, Spar- 
tanhurg, was a visitor on the cam- 
pus recently. 
L* 
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FLORIDA  WOMEN'S  COLLEGE 
Can you imagine 1934 co-eds 
participating in the gentle art ot 
-wrestling? (Neither can we.) How- 
ever, back in '17 and '18 (good ol" 
daze) there was a wrestling club at 
the Florida State College for Wo- 
men. The club had four members, 
and anyone wishing to join, if any, 
had to defeat one of the members 
and  thereby replace  her. 
MERCER 
What does a young man's fancy 
turn to in spring? The answer to 
that question is undergoing Inves- 
tigation at Mercer University. The 
MERCER CLUSTER is conducting 
a survey to determine the average 
ideal mate. The last issue of the 
CLUSTER carried "Heal Mate" 
blanks   on   the   front   page. 
EXCHANGE 
MERCER 
The latest organization at Mercer 
is known as Cardinal Key. It is 
a co-ed organization with aims and 
purposes similar to those of Blue 
Key, and it is being sponcored by 
Blue Key in order to insure co-ed 
cooperation and participation in 
campus   activities. 
TULANE 
Tennis fans at Tulane have a 
real treat in store for them in the 
very   near   future. Four   of   the 
world's leading professional tennis 
players are to perform at the Tu)- 
lane Tennis Stadium for the bene- 
fit of New Orleans fans. They In- 
clude Vincent Richards, American, 
and Henri Cochet, Frenchman. 
KENTUCKY 
A girls' polo team is now being 
organized at tud University ot 
Kentucky. Classes will meet sev- 
eral times a week, and the remaind- 
er of the semester will be spent in 
teaching 
Play. 
Probably 
the diments    of    team 
the co-eds are taking 
up polo for the same purpose that 
promoted their others to enter 
rolling-pin   throwing   contests. 
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LOCAL    CINDER    ACES 
DEFEAT   S.    CAROLINA SPORTS TIGER     RACQUETEERS LOSE   TO    HURRICANE 
STATE  MEET 
When the S. C. track meet rolls 
around late in May, there are four 
conference records which are apt 
to tumble at the hands (or feet) 
■of Tiger athletes, if they get an 
•even break in the weather. 
Basis for that opinion is that 
two of the conference marks have 
.already been bettered this season, 
;and two others appear to be very 
much in danger of being shattered 
;by   the   Tigers. 
The two records which have been 
.bettered are the 100 and 220 yard 
'dashes; Lynn is responsible for the 
Uowering of both marks. He has 
-.reeled off the 100 in 9.6 seconds, 
:two-tenth seconds better than the 
(conference time and has lowered 
tine time from the 220 by a tenth 
•of  a second. 
LIPSCOMB,   McOONNELL   GOOD 
Although Lipscomb and jMc- 
Connell have not equaled the 
conference records in the pole 
vault and discus, they are im- 
proving with every meet and 
should be "much force" in 
these two events at the confer- 
ence   meet,   a1 
These three Tigers will be 
reaching their peak by the time 
for the feature in Duke's bowl 
where the track is being put in 
tip-top condition; a faster track 
.and better competition should 
certainly make for better re- 
cords. 
This championship carnival 
will afford Lynn his last chance 
to appear in Purple and Gola 
track togs and to represent 
Clemson on the cinder path; so 
he will be doing his best to 
establish conference records in 
the two dashes which will give 
other sprinters something to 
shoot at for many meets to 
come. Barring bad luck he 
should cut at least one tenth 
second off the 100 yard dash, 
and he has a good chance of 
bettering   the   220   yard   mark. 
SPRING   BASKETBALL 
Tonight will find Coach Joe Davis 
*md hie Bengal basketeers winding 
up their spring basketbal lpractice 
-which has asted for the last sev- 
eral weeks. The Tiger basketball 
mentor is well satisfied with th& 
showing and improvement of next 
year's cage candidates, and he le 
of the opinion that Clemson will 
boast a much better team when 
the '3 5 season rolls around than 
the college has had in the past 
three  years. 
Among the freshmen who have 
shown the most improvement in the 
«pring training grind are Wall, 
Weiters, Eskridge, Bryce, Farr, and 
Jackson, while Spearman, letter 
man, has looked the best of the 
veterans and bids fair to be good 
next  year. 
EXTRA!! 
Before the Clemson-Carolina 
track meet last weekend, Coach 
Howard attempted to figure the 
final score, and the check-up 
on paper, according to him, 
showed the Tigers just a few 
points better than the Fowls. 
But the Bengal tracksters re- 
fused to be satisfied with only 
a few markers more than the 
Chickens, and they set to work 
and gave the lads from Colum- 
bia a sound licking, totalling 
77 points to 45 for the Caro- 
linians. 
In swamping the Gamecocks, the 
Tigers changed the old order of 
things, (that of the Bengals being 
licked continuously by Carolina 
teams) and established themselves 
as favorite to win the State track 
meet, to be held in Clinton early 
next   month. 
If the Tigers win the State .meet 
(and they should) the track bunting 
will be the second state title for 
Clemson teams "this year; the" swim- 
ing  team  won" the   Palmetto" cup. ' 
WILL  WE WIN? 
Although Lynn and his as- 
sociates have a good chance of 
bringing home the bacon, we're 
not predicting a certain victory 
for the Tigers, because almost 
anything can happen in a meet 
of this kind. But if compara- 
tive scores mean anything we 
would be safe in picking Coach 
Howard's   boys   to   win   easily. 
FURMAN GAME 
In the last half of the ninth 
frame, with the score knotted at 
7-all, one man on second and two 
out, Langston, Furman diamondeer, 
connected with the horsehide to 
smash out a clean hit, bring in the 
winning run, and cinch the Hurri- 
cane's victory over Clemson, 8 to 
7, in a contest which had all the 
aspects  of a  "dime  thriller". 
The Greenvillians collected five 
hits off of Heap, Bengal mound 
man, and scored 1 runs in the first 
three   innings. 
TIGERS SCORE 
The Jungaleers smashed out the 
ball for four tallies in the fourth, 
and three more scores in the sixth 
and  seventh  periods. 
Langston, whose hit won the 
game, led the batting with three 
hits out of five trips to the plate. 
Sherman, Tiger infielder, socked 
the sphere twice out of five times 
at bat to lead Clemson's scoring 
for the  day. 
PC BALL  GAME 
With Bill Croxton on the mound, 
the Tiger baseball team defeated 
P. C. yesterday by an 8 to  2 score. 
A pair of hits gave the Blue 
Hose a two run lead in the initial 
frame, but the locals tied thb 
score and in the third inning 
stepped in front with two counters. 
Croxton, besides his excellent 
hurling, did some excellent stick 
work; he put the game in the re- 
frigerator when he smashed out a 
homer  with  two  men on  base. 
This afternoon the Bengal nintj 
meets Erskine in a postponed game. 
ILLINOIS 
A professor at the University of 
Illinois says that "Every geneartion 
has its new diseases, and sleeping 
sickness is our". That brings to 
mind the following for the DAVID- 
SONIAN: And then there was the 
professor somewhere who shouted, 
"Wake that fellow sitting next to 
you!" The student replied, "Wake 
him yourself; you put him to 
sleep". 
NIGHT PARADE 
(Continued from page one) 
Clemson's first moonlight regimen- 
tal review. 
The review is being staged in 
honor of. Miss Elizabeth McLaurin, 
chosen honorary colonel of the 
corps at the recent Military Ball, 
who will receive the salute of. the 
regiment. 
Thifi event is singular not only be- 
cause it is Clemson's first, but also 
because in the knowledge of every- 
one interviewed, it is the first ar- 
t'air of its kind, ever to be held in 
this  country. 
Just in case the radial lunar in- 
tensity is not all that it should be, 
huge spot lights will illuminate tht> 
company fronts as eyes are cast 
toward the reviewing stands, which 
incidentally should be a welcome 
order, since ■ the fair commander 
with a trio of diamonds on her 
military uniformed shoulders will 
occupy the position of highest hon- 
or. '-?':■ 
Following the review, an infor- 
mal dance will he held in the field 
house for the benefit of those un- 
fortunate realists who just can't 
get moon-struck, but might be vit- 
ally interested in other heavenly 
bodies. 
On the suspicion that it had 
Communistic learnings, the October 
club at Oxford University has been 
suspended   by   university   officials. 
Rafael Palma, president of the 
University of the Philippines for 
the last 11 years, resigned recently. 
COLLEGIATE PRESS 
Milwaukee—(IP)— Dr. Glenn 
Frank, president of the University 
of Wisconsin, last week proved to 
the world that a college president 
can think just a little faster than 
a holdup man; clever as the un- 
derworld  is   given credit  for  being. 
Dr. Frank was alone in a hotel 
room here where a robber forced 
his way in, gun pointed at the edu- 
cator. 
"Back up against the wall and 
hand me the - keys to your bag,'" 
said the thug. 
Dr. Frank backed up, but he 
backed up against the bathroom 
door. Suddenly he awung himself 
inside the bathroom, slammed the 
door and locked, it, and ran to 
the   window   calling   for  help. 
The robber escaped, but Dr. 
Frank retained the keys to Jds 
bag. :. 
INSPECTION 
{Continued   from   page   one) 
the  approval   of   the   inspecting   of- 
ficer and the many visitors. 
REVIEW  HELD 
Wednesday afternoon witnessed 
the second regimental review of the 
dajy ami a personnel field inspection 
of the Cadet Corps. After personnel 
inspection, drill and, command ex- 
hibitions were given by units chosen 
train  each of the  battalions. 
Theory .classes in aerial photo- 
graphy and sanitation and first aict 
were iQuizzed this morning. The 
Sophomore Platoon staged an ex- 
hibition drill in the latter part of 
the morning.. 
The final phase of the inspection 
was a .demonstration of the war 
«fenaugih company in attack at 12 
noon today. This company, . con- 
sisting of three platoons, was led 
:in ithe exhibition by Lt. Col. G. W. 
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AGENTS FOR 
Martha Washington Candy 
EXTRA FINE CANDIES 
X.   (2.  dTlatlin 
zua \Zomvan V p u & no 
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner 
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JUNIOR  PLATOON 
(Continued from page one) 
ELIMINATIONS HELD 
The platoon began work several 
months ago and has worked steadi- 
ly ever eince; eliminations were 
recently held and the size of thb 
unit was cut down to five full 
squads. 
Eliminations will be held in the 
future before every major exhi- 
bition, and those that did noit make 
the organization for the Inspection 
■maneuvers will have an oppor- 
tunity to get places before the 
next puMdc drill. 
A leader from the Junior class 
will be chosen to head the unit hi 
a  few days, according to reports. 
The sophomore platoon, Un- 
der the expert leadership of 
R. F. Scott gave an excellent 
demonstration of close-order 
drill on Bowman Field this 
morning at 10 o'clock as a part 
of the annual spring inspec- 
tion. 
The second-year group was 
accuracy itself in the execution 
of platoon movements. 
PHI PSI INITIATES 
(Continued   from   page   one) 
pli&hed its last endeavor for the 
year by sponsoring a series of tech- 
nical talks by prominent textile 
men. 
The club will be put into the 
hands of the rising seniors Thurs- 
day night when officers for next 
year will be elected. 
FEMALE COLLEGIANS 
(Continued  from   page  one) 
who will conduct them to retreat 
and  supper  in  the  messliall. 
Immediately after the nocturnal 
review the young ladies will be 
escorted, to the fieldhouse for the 
dance; the Jungaleers will offes 
music   for  the  occasion. 
A number of chaperones from 
nearby  cities  have  been invited. 
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TENNIS MEET 
(Continued from page one) 
Clinkscales and Stephens (F) de» 
feated Horton and Woodward (C) 
6-0,   7-5. 
Groce and Haselden (F) defeat- 
ed   Spann  and  Ellott   (C)   6-4,   6-3. 
Latimer and Green (C) defeated 
Hollowell and Price  (F)   6-2, 6-3. 
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TWO-PIECE UNDERWEAR 
AT OCp PER GARMENT 
AND 
GENUINE HANES at QCp PER GARMENT 
"JUDGE" KELLER'S 
«KlSKIKagMaKlrtMMHng^^ 
Nine owls discovered in Okla- 
homa and believed to be of & 
species new to science, are being 
housed at Cornell University for 
6tudy. 
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Goodyear Tires & Accessories 
Expert Washing and Greasing 
Tires Repaired 
TEXACO GAS AND OIL 
MR SERVICE STATION 
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT 
SOLVED 
Student representatives to die- 
tribute educational literature. 
Three months' steady work. Lo- 
cal or traveling. Liberal compen- 
sation. Address College Dept., 
1006   Arch  Street,  Philadelphia. 
4^4. *▼* ^AATk>7AATA AT*. ^^ ATA A A ATA ^^ A*A 
New  Prices—Effective  May   1 
1 pose 35c 
3 poses $1.00 
4 poses $1.25- 
*Special—5x7    tinted    and    Framed 
H. B.  JONES, Jr., Room 273 
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PIKE & PATTERSON 
BARBER   SHOP 
Barracks        Sloan's  Arcade 
MaaaaHBaHBBHBaHBBBHBHaBBBiai 
FOR    YOUR    OLD     SHOES 
I WILL PAY 10 TO 35c PER PAIR. 
Also   half-price   on   your 
BOOTS, SPURS, and SAM BROWNE 
BELTS 
ELECTRIC   SHOE  SHOP 
FOR SNAPPY SERVICE 
Visit the "Y"  Barber Shop 
DAILEY & CAMPRELL 
garettes 
As to 
the cigarette paper 
on Chesterfields 
'T^HIS reel of cigarette 
-*- paper is sufficient to 
make 42,000 Chesterfield 
Cigarettes. It is of the fin- 
est manufacture. 
In texture, in burning 
quality, in purity, it is as 
good  as  money can buy. 
Cut open a Chesterfield 
cigarette. Remove the to- 
bacco and hold the paper 
up to the light. If you know- 
about paper, you will at 
once note the uniform tex- 
ture— no holes, no light 
and dark places. Note also 
its dead white color. 
If the paper is made right 
— that is, uniform—the 
cigarette will burn more 
evenly. If the paper is made 
right—there will be no 
taste to it and there will be 
no odor from the burning 
paper. 
Other manufacturers 
use good cigarette 
paper; but there is no 
better paper made 
than that used on 
Chesterfields. You 
can count on that! 
liesterfield 
the cigarette that's MILDER 
the cigarette that TASTES BETTER 
i 
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